This meta-analysis investigates the direction and strength of the relationship between diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation. We distinguish the effects of two diversity levels (i.e., surface level vs. deep level) in culturally diverse teams and examine the moderators suggested by the socio-technical systems framework (i.e., team virtuality and task characteristics in terms of task interdependence, complexity, and intellectiveness). Surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is not related to team creativity/innovation, whereas deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is positively related to team creativity/innovation. Moreover, surfacelevel diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation are negatively related for simple tasks but unrelated for complex tasks. Deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is positively related for collocated teams and interdependent tasks but unrelated for noncollocated teams and independent tasks. We discuss the theoretical and practical implications.
| INTRODUCTION
The globalization of business has led to rising cultural diversity in the workplace in many regions of the world. Multicultural teams, in which members come from different countries or ethnic groups with differences in mental models, modes of perception, and approaches to problems (Stahl, Maznevski, Voigt, & Jonsen, 2010) , have become prevalent. Cultural diversity is regarded as a mixed blessing for teams (van Knippenberg, De Dreu, & Homan, 2004) . Multicultural teams can achieve high team performance mainly through enhancing team creativity/innovation-the only positive immediate team outcome of cultural diversity proposed in Stahl et al.'s (2010) meta-analysis. Cultural diversity provides diverse information that is a key ingredient for team creativity/innovation (Adler, 1986; Stahl et al., 2010) , which is "the process, outcomes, and products of attempts to develop and introduce new and improved ways of doing things" by a team of employees (Anderson, Potočnik, & Zhou, 2014 , p. 1298 . This possible strength of cultural diversity is a chief reason that many multinationals utilize multicultural teams (Gibson, Huang, Kirkman, & Shapiro, 2014; Hajro, Gibson, & Pudelko, 2017; Lisak, Erez, Sui, & Lee, 2016) . However, cultural diversity also incurs social costs such as cultural identity problems and difficulties in intercultural interaction (Leung & Wang, 2015) , which may offset the creative potential of diverse groups (Giambatista & Bhappu, 2010) . Therefore, the effect of cultural diversity on team creativity/innovation must be investigated to understand how to leverage cultural diversity.
The association between cultural diversity and team creativity/innovation has attracted considerable research attention.
Primary studies have reported varied correlations for this relationship (e.g., Gibson & Gibbs, 2006; Li, Lin, Tien, & Chen, 2017; Schilpzand, Herold, & Shalley, 2011; Stringfellow, 1998) . Prior meta-analytic reviews, which are based on limited samples (k ≤ 8), have also reported mixed findings, with pooled effect sizes ranging from −0.18 to 0.16 (Bell, Villado, Lukasik, Belau, & Briggs, 2011; Stahl et al., 2010; van Dijk, van Engen, & van Knippenberg, 2012) . These observations indicate a strong need to investigate the moderators that affect the direction and strength of this relationship (van Knippenberg & Mell, 2016) .
The current meta-analysis examines the direction and strength of the association between diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation with a larger database (47 samples). We consider the surface-versus deep-level distinction of diversity in culturally diverse teams and examine how both diversity levels are associated with team creativity/innovation. Moreover, on the basis of the socio-technical systems framework for cultural diversity and team creativity (Leung & Wang, 2015) , we investigate the moderating effects of team virtuality and task characteristics (task interdependence, complexity, and intellectiveness) on the associations of surface-and deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams with team creativity/innovation. We thus provide a nuanced picture of how the association between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation varies.
| THEORY DEVELOPMENT AND HYPOTHESES

| Team creativity/innovation in culturally diverse teams
Culture is "the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human group from another" (Hofstede, 1980, p. 25) . It includes a set of motives, values, beliefs, and identities that guides how its members should or should not behave (House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004) . Culture can be viewed as a multilevel system, ranging from team culture, to organizational culture, to national culture (Erez, 2011) , and it is a source of social identity for its members (Leung & Bond, 2004) . This study focuses on national culture, which is based on countries or ethnicities, because many countries nowadays have several ethnic cultures, and many ethnic cultures span across more than one country (Leung, Bhagat, Buchan, Erez, & Gibson, 2005; Tung, 1993) . Moreover, the shared elements (e.g., language, historic period, and geographic location) can provide standards for perceiving, believing, evaluating, and acting among people in the same country or ethnic group (Triandis, 1996) . Thus, the term cultural diversity is concerned with surface-level differences in country-and ethnicity-based cultural backgrounds, as well as deep-level differences in values, perspectives, and cognitive frameworks possessed by people from different countries/ethnicities. Thus, this term includes surfaceand deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams.
Following previous meta-analyses (e.g., Byron & Khazanchi, 2012; Byron, Khazanchi, & Nazarian, 2010) , we include team creativity and innovation studies. Creativity is concerned with idea generation, whereas innovation involves idea generation and its subsequent implementation (Anderson et al., 2014; Hughes, Lee, Tian, Newman, & Legood, 2018) . Although innovation involves a convergent process of idea implementation, both creativity and innovation emphasize a divergent process of idea generation that can benefit from a broad pool of perspectives supplied by diversity in multicultural teams.
Despite their differences, creativity and innovation have been regarded as two closely related and overlapped concepts. Researchers have argued that their conceptual boundaries are unclear (Anderson et al., 2014) . Many empirical studies that have distinguished creativity and innovation end up combining them because of their high correlations (van Knippenberg, 2017) . Therefore, our meta-analysis does not distinguish them but treats team creativity/innovation as the exclusive focal dependent variable.
According to the categorization-information elaboration model (CEM; van Knippenberg et al., 2004) , diversity in multicultural teams has negative and positive effects on team creativity/innovation.
CEM cautions that multicultural teams may not leverage diversity due to the negative social dynamics set into motion by diversityknown as the social categorization perspective . People may view team members of different cultural backgrounds as out-group members and exhibit negative biases against them. Consequently, team members may feel their cultural identity being threatened and/or a lack of a common cultural identity in the team, which results in low team identity. Moreover, members with different cultural backgrounds may have incompatible assumptions, values, preferences, and behaviors and are thus likely to experience difficulties in intercultural interaction. Cultural identity problems and difficulties in intercultural interaction are negative social processes or social costs that suppress team creativity/innovation (e.g., Dahlin, Weingart, & Hinds, 2005; van Knippenberg et al., 2004) .
CEM also argues that diversity in multicultural teams offers diverse perspectives and knowledge that enhance team creativity/innovation (Adler, 1986 )-known as the information/decision-making perspective on diversity . By offering a great pool of information, such diversity has the potential of inducing information elaboration, which is defined as "members' exchange, discussion, and integration of ideas, knowledge, and insights relevant to the group's task" (van Knippenberg et al., 2004 (van Knippenberg et al., , p. 1010 . The possible informational benefits explain why diversity in multicultural teams enhances team creativity/innovation. In summary, the social categorization and information/decision-making perspectives predict opposite directions of the relationship between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation. Taking these perspectives together, we may explain the mixed findings in previous primary and meta-analytic studies.
Note that the antecedent-benefit-cost (ABC) framework (Busse, Mahlendorf, & Bode, 2016) can help understand the relationship between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation. The ABC framework highlights the importance of considering costs and benefits in an antecedent-outcome relationship. The framework suggests that the direction and strength of the relationship depend on the marginal effects of costs and benefits. In our study, whether social costs or informational benefits function more prominently determines the direction and strength of the relationship between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation. Hence, we examine the moderators that may affect the relative prominence of social costs versus informational benefits caused by diversity in multicultural teams.
| Surface-versus deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams
Before detailing moderating effects, we distinguish two diversity levels in culturally diverse teams-surface versus deep-which may have differential main effects on team creativity/innovation. Surfacelevel diversity, which is also termed social category diversity (Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999) , involves readily detectable demographic attributes that explicitly differentiate social category membership (Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998; Jackson, May, & Whitney, 1995) . For surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams, the most commonly examined attributes are nationality and racio-ethnicity (Stahl et al., 2010) . Deep-level diversity involves unobservable attributes, including personalities, values, and attitudes (Harrison et al., 1998; Stahl et al., 2010) . For deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams, we refer it to the differences in these deep-level attributes among team members with different demographic cultural backgrounds (i.e., nationality and/or race; Stahl et al., 2010) . Literature has adopted different theoretical perspectives to account for the different effects of surface-and deep-level diversity.
The cultural diversity literature has mainly adopted the social categorization perspective to account for the effects of surface-level diversity (Jehn et al., 1999; van Dijk et al., 2012) . In multicultural teams, surface-level cultural attributes provide clear signals about cultural identity, thereby resulting in identity threat and fragmentation (Leung & Wang, 2015) , as well as intergroup conflict and withdrawal behavior (Stahl et al., 2010) . Surface-level differences in nationality and racio-ethnicity among team members in culturally diverse teams do not necessarily imply greater diversity in knowledge and perspectives than culturally homogeneous teams. A team in a U.S. multinational may include non-American members who may be acculturated to the U.S. culture (e.g., Rebhun & Waxman, 2000) . The diversity of knowledge and perspectives in such a team may not differ from that in a counterpart composed of Americans with the same ethnic background. The informational benefits for team creativity/innovation are thus not necessarily pertinent to multicultural teams characterized by surface-level diversity, leading to the relative prominence of social costs in such teams.
According to the information/decision-making perspective (Jehn et al., 1999) , although deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams can induce social costs, such as difficulties in intercultural interaction, due to incompatible values and behaviors (Leung & Wang, 2015) , its informational benefits for team creativity/innovation are relatively prominent and may outweigh the social costs. Differences in deeplevel attributes in multicultural teams, accompanied by divergent assumptions, preferences, values, and problem-solving styles, broaden their range of knowledge and perspectives and generate novel ideas and problem solutions (e.g., Stahl et al., 2010; van Knippenberg et al., 2004) . Supporting this argument, Jehn et al. (1999) found that informational and value diversity in teams lead to team task conflict, which may benefit team creativity/innovation (e.g., de Wit, Greer, & Jehn, 2012) . Similarly, Stahl et al.'s (2010) In line with Leung and Wang (2015) , we draw on the socio-technical systems theory (Trist & Bamforth, 1951) to explore moderators for the relationship between diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation. The central tenet of this theory is that a social structure (social side) interacts with technology (technical side) to affect team outcomes. Multicultural teams pertain to a social system in which members are embedded and connected to each other. They leverage each other's information and may also encounter identity and interaction problems. The effects of cultural diversity on team outcomes are contingent on technical factors that may affect the marginal effects of its informational benefits and social costs (Leung & Wang, 2015) . Early studies on technical systems focus on equipment, technology, and operation methods that transform raw materials into products, whereas recent literature pays attention to task environment due to the changing nature of work (Davis, Challenger, Jayewardene, & Clegg, 2014; Stewart & Barrick, 2000) . This theory argues that teams use technology in a task environment to fulfill task requirements-the ultimate goal of socio-technical systems (Fox, 1995) . In line with the socio-technical systems theory, the diversity literature highlights that task environment is a key category of the moderators of diversity effects (Guillaume, Dawson, Otaye-Ebede, Woods, & West, 2017) .
Here, we explore two groups of moderators: technology and task characteristics. For technology, Leung and Wang (2015) highlighted the importance of team virtuality. For task characteristics, they focused on task interdependence, complexity, and intellectiveness.
The selection of these three task characteristics is in line with Cummings (1978) , who affirmed that task design in groups should consider the extent to which tasks are independent, are complex, and have complete knowledge to produce desired outcomes. The diversity literature concurs that the technological factor of team virtuality and the task characteristics, such as task interdependence and complexity, are important moderators for the diversity effects (Guillaume et al., 2017; Jehn et al., 1999; van Dijk et al., 2012) . Considering these streams of research, we focus on technology and task characteristics that are relevant to the social interactions in multicultural teams. As theorized below, these moderators affect the relative prominence of social costs and informational benefits incurred by diversity in culturally diverse teams.
| Team virtuality
Team virtuality is concerned with "the degree to which team members do not work in either the same place and/or at the same time" (De Jong, Dirks, & Gillespie, 2016 , p. 1136 . Collocated teams collaborate face to face, whereas noncollocated teams rely on technologymediated communication (Wildman et al., 2012) . With the rapid advancement in information and communication technology, multinational corporations increasingly use noncollocated virtual teams (Connaughton & Shuffler, 2007; Hinds, Liu, & Lyon, 2011; Leung & Peterson, 2011) . Technology-mediated communication helps multicultural teams in which members are sometimes geographically dispersed collaborate. Nevertheless, whether team virtuality facilitates multicultural teams to benefit from diversity in multicultural teams is questionable.
Literature has documented conflicting perspectives on the significance of team virtuality in social costs associated with diversity in culturally diverse teams. One perspective argues that noncollocated multicultural teams have less conflict and enjoy more social integration than do collocated teams (Stahl et al., 2010) because team members have little chance to experience value incongruence. However, Leung and Wang (2015) argued that team virtuality accentuates the negative social dynamics induced by cultural diversity. Physical proximity is conducive to positive group dynamics, such as mutual understanding, interpersonal liking, and group identification (for a review, see MacDuffie, 2007) . A lack of physical contact in noncollocated teams hinders the establishment of cooperative relationships (Kiesler & Cummings, 2002; Martins, Gilson, & Maynard, 2004) , the development of group identity (McGrath & Hollingshead, 1994) , and the effective management of conflict (Hinds & Bailey, 2003; Thompson & Nadler, 2002) . Multicultural virtual teams with minimal face-to-face contact are aggressive and not that accommodative, thereby making interactions among members difficult. Proximal separation and cultural differences may also increase the salience of social categorizations, which are disruptive to group functioning according to CEM (van Knippenberg et al., 2004) .
With regard to informational benefits, team virtuality can restrict teams from benefiting from communication and information sharing (Marlow, Lacerenza, Paoletti, Burke, & Salas, 2018) . Limited nonverbal communication and the resulted low communication clarity, communication delay, and misinterpretation in virtual teams are the possible reasons. In multicultural teams where intercultural communication is complex and difficult, team virtuality adds challenges for such teams to effectively share and integrate information, thereby restraining the informational benefits of cultural diversity (Stahl et al., 2010) . Team members must engage in discussions, exchanges, and the integration of ideas to make diverse knowledge and perspectives useful to team creativity/innovation. However, knowledge, ideas, and perspectives may be abstract, tacit, and more difficult to communicate in a virtual than in collocated context (e.g., Cramton, 2001; Gibson & Gibbs, 2006; Kumar, van Fenema, & von Glinow, 2009 ). Diversity in culturally diverse teams cannot benefit team creativity/innovation without effective sharing and integrating diverse knowledge and perspectives. By contrast, members of collocated teams have many opportunities to share different opinions and give feedback to each other. As face-to-face feedback is usually more positive than the feedback provided by email (McKenna & Bargh, 2000; Sussman & Sproull, 1999) , feedback in collocated teams is well utilized to improve existing ideas and perspectives. Thus, collocated teams have fewer communication problems and can better utilize diverse knowledge and perspectives than noncollocated teams.
In summary, social costs are relatively prominent in noncollocated teams, whereas informational benefits are relatively prominent in collocated teams. On the basis of the ABC framework (Busse et al., 2016) , we predict that team virtuality can moderate the relationships of surface-and deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams with team creativity/innovation. As argued, surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams has a negative relationship with team creativity/innovation because of its social costs. This negative association should be stronger in noncollocated teams in which members experience more interaction problems and more salient social categorizations than in collocated teams. On the contrary, deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams has a positive relationship with team creativity/innovation because of its informational benefits. This positive association should be stronger in collocated teams in which members can benefit more from diverse knowledge and perspectives than in noncollocated teams.
Hypothesis 2a. The negative relationship between surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is moderated by team virtuality, such that this negative relationship is stronger for noncollocated teams than for collocated teams.
Hypothesis 2b. The positive relationship between deeplevel diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is moderated by team virtuality, such that this positive relationship is stronger for collocated teams than for noncollocated teams.
| Task interdependence
Task interdependence describes the extent to which team members must rely on one another for input and resources, such as materials, information, and expertise to perform a team task (Cummings, 1978) . Leung and Wang (2015) contended that independent task may heighten the negative influence of cultural diversity on team social processes. Independent tasks demand little communication and interaction among members to complete the job, thereby providing few opportunities to develop cooperation and trust within a team (e.g., Kelley, 1979; Sheppard & Sherman, 1998) . By contrast, the cooperation and trust induced by interdependent tasks can buffer against the social costs caused by diversity in culturally diverse teams (e.g., reduced team identity and increased interactional difficulties), thereby mitigating the negative effects of such diversity on social processes. For informational benefits, task interdependence is a critical boundary condition for teams to reap such benefits (Marlow et al., 2018) . Focusing on multicultural teams, Leung and Wang (2015) argued that interdependent tasks induce a great need for intercultural communication and collaboration, thereby increasing information sharing and learning about the different knowledge and perspectives from varied cultures. High exposure to other cultures' knowledge and perspectives and the sharing and learning processes is beneficial for team creativity/innovation (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; De Dreu & West, 2001) . Therefore, the informational benefits of diversity in culturally diverse teams are salient for teams engaging in interdependent tasks. For independent tasks, team members have a low need to work together and share diverse information and knowledge. The informational benefits of diversity in multicultural teams are thus limited.
Worse, the potential informational resources embedded in multicultural teams engaging in independent tasks may not be appreciated.
Hence, communication and collaboration across cultural boundaries may be discouraged, thereby hindering the sharing and integration of diverse knowledge and perspectives and subsequent team creativity/innovation. Thus, social costs may play a dominant role for independent tasks, whereas informational benefits may play a dominant role for interdependent tasks (Busse et al., 2016) . Task interdependence may play a moderating role in determining the associations of surface-and deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams with team creativity/innovation. The negative effect of surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is due to its social costs; thus, this negative relationship should be stronger for independent than dependent tasks.
By contrast, the positive effect of deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is due to its informational benefits; thus, this positive relationship should be stronger for interdependent than dependent tasks.
Hypothesis 3a. The negative relationship between surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is moderated by task interdependence, such that this negative relationship is stronger for independent tasks than for interdependent tasks.
Hypothesis 3b. The positive relationship between deeplevel diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is moderated by task interdependence, such that this positive relationship is stronger for interdependent tasks than for independent tasks.
| Task complexity
Tasks differ in the degree of complexity, ranging from less structured, less routine, and more ambiguous tasks to more routine and simpler counterparts (McGrath, 1984) . Task complexity may play mixed roles in the social processes associated with diversity in culturally diverse teams (Leung & Wang, 2015) . Complex tasks demand frequent and in-depth discussions, exchanges of ideas, and coordination among team members for task accomplishment (Stahl et al., 2010) . Such a demand should reduce the negative effect of diversity on social processes in multicultural teams. However, disagreements, arguments, and criticisms may occur during the problem-solving process, especially when ambiguous, unstructured problems are involved. This occurrence may accentuate the interpersonal tension and difficulties induced by diversity in multicultural teams, which counteract the buffering effect of complex tasks on the basis of an increased need to communicate and coordinate. Supporting this view, Stahl et al. (2010) did not find a moderating effect of task complexity on the relationship between cultural diversity and social integration, which is a broad construct including group cohesion, group commitment, and common identity.
Task complexity is a critical contingency for teams to reap the informational benefits from diversity as found in previous metaanalyses (Bowers, Pharmer, & Salas, 2000; van Dijk et al., 2012) .
Complex tasks commonly require a wide range of knowledge and perspectives for task completion. Team members who engage in complex tasks are motivated to pay attention to diverse knowledge and perspectives offered in multicultural teams, thereby facilitating team creativity/innovation (Leung & Wang, 2015) . By contrast, when performing simple tasks, team members have a low need to attend to one another's knowledge for resolving task problems (van Knippenberg et al., 2004) . The informational benefits brought by diversity in culturally diverse teams are not that pronounced for simple, routine tasks (van Knippenberg et al., 2004) . In addition, information processing, such as task-related debates in the teams working on simple tasks, is unnecessary and may be detrimental and counterproductive (Jehn et al., 1999) . Such debates may direct team members' attention to identity differences and intercultural difficulties.
Therefore, for teams engaging in simple tasks, informational benefits are not that prominent and team dynamics are likely dominated by social costs. On the contrary, informational benefits should be relatively prominent for teams working on complex tasks. The association between surface-/deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation may thus vary as a function of task complexity according to the ABC framework (Busse et al., 2016) . Specifically, the negative effect of surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams due to its social costs should be stronger for simple than complex tasks, whereas the positive effect of deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams due to its informational benefits should be stronger for complex than simple tasks. Jehn et al. (1999) found that informational diversity (i.e., different knowledge and perspectives brought by team members) improves team performance when tasks are complex.
Hypothesis 4a. The negative relationship between surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is moderated by task complexity, such that this negative relationship is stronger for simple tasks than for complex tasks.
Hypothesis 4b. The positive relationship between deeplevel diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation is moderated by task complexity, such that this positive relationship is stronger for complex tasks than for simple tasks.
| Task intellectiveness
Task intellectiveness is also important in multicultural teams because of its relevance to the prominence of informational benefits and social costs in such teams (Leung & Wang, 2015) . An intellective task refers to "a group problem or decision for which there exists a demonstrably correct solution within a conceptual system" (Laughlin & Adamopoulos, 1980, p. 941) , such as mathematics or formal logics (e.g., engineering and accounting problems). Conversely, a judgmental task (i.e., a task low in intellectiveness, such as making commercial advertisements) is based on individual preferences and social consensus. When performing intellective tasks, the presence of demonstrably correct decisions and solutions can reduce negative interpersonal dynamics in multicultural teams. Miscommunication and misunderstanding can be avoided given an objective framework to guide task performance. Intellective tasks enable progress toward task accomplishment to become self-evident, which helps resolve disagreements (Leung & Wang, 2015) . Taking the task of designing a new way to build a tall building as an example, many widely accepted standards exist to evaluate the safety of a design. Thus, most team members should recognize and accept correct ideas while realizing and rejecting erroneous ideas. Doing so can objectively settle disagreements and arguments and encourage team members to work together to accomplish the task. Therefore, culturally diverse team members can focus on task accomplishment while paying little attention to negative social processes. On the contrary, multicultural teams may suffer from social costs when performing judgmental tasks because of a lack of objective frameworks for resolving disagreements and high reliance on members' individual and cultural preferences. In summary, task intellectiveness reduces negative interpersonal dynamics in multicultural teams.
Performing intellective tasks is also conducive to the sharing and integration of diverse knowledge and perspectives in multicultural teams. Collective information processing is effective in teams performing intellective tasks (Laughlin, Hatch, Silver, & Boh, 2006) . 
| Inclusion criteria
To be included in the present analysis, samples of studies must include teams with members from different countries and/or ethnicities.
These studies must also report a zero-order correlation between diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation, or statistics that can be transformed into a correlation coefficient (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001 ). For papers based on the same or overlapping samples (Wood, 2008) , inclusion preference (in descending order) was given to the sample with further information for testing moderating effects, with a larger sample size, and that has been recently published (Cheng & Chan, 2008) . In our literature search, we included the keywords organization, company, and firm because team creativity/innovation might be reported as supplementary information in studies that focused on firm creativity/innovation. However, in our analysis, we did not include studies that reported only firm creativity/innovation and did not use firm creativity/innovation as a proxy for team creativity/innovation (Klein, Dansereau, & Hall, 1994) . After applying these criteria, we found 44 studies (35 published and nine unpublished) that yielded 47 samples. The included studies are highlighted by an asterisk in the reference list.
| Coding scheme
Two authors coded the samples in terms of the number of teams (sample size), uncorrected effect size(s) for the relationship between diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation, diversity level, reliability information, and moderating variables. The overall intercoder agreement was 94%, and discrepancies were resolved through a discussion with a third author. Appendix SA shows the coding protocol for diversity and moderator level. Appendix SB displays the information recorded for each sample. Appendix SC reports the correlation between the moderators.
Meta-analysis provides a weighted average of effect sizes based on sample size (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004) . One sample (Jang, 2017) had a much larger sample size than the rest and could dominate the results. Following a common practice to avoid such a bias, we replaced its sample size with the value (148) by using three standard deviations above the mean of the remaining sample sizes (i.e., Winsorization, see sample-adjusted meta-analytic deviance (Beal, Corey, & Dunlap, 2002; Huffcutt & Arthur, 1995) higher than the cutoff of four (Blume, Ford, Baldwin, & Huang, 2010; Steel, 2007) . We winsorized these effect sizes to the nearest value of r = 0.54 (Degner & Dalege, 2013 
| Meta-analytic procedures
We used random-effects model of meta-analysis (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Schmidt & Hunter, 2014) to estimate the mean Pearson's correlation coefficients. Effect sizes, such as the t value, were transformed into Pearson's correlation coefficients (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) . Establishing an independent effect size for each sample (Geyskens, Krishnan, Steenkamp, & Cunha, 2009 ) is crucial. When the analysis involved samples that reported multiple associations between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation, we computed a single composite estimate on the basis of intercorrelations and standard deviations (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Schmidt & Hunter, 2014) . A simple average was used as a substitute when such information was unavailable (Cheng & Chan, 2008) .
In addition to uncorrected sample-size-weighted mean correlations, we also reported estimated true (corrected) mean correlations. Specifically, we corrected the measurement errors in diversity in multicultural teams (independent variable) and team creativity/innovation (dependent variable). Information on the unreliability of diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation was missing in many included samples. Therefore, we performed the correction using artifact distribution approach (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; Schmidt & Hunter, 2014) . We focused on the ICC(2) coefficient, which has been recommended for correcting team-level data (De Jong et al., 2016 We would have considered other unreliability information if we had not adopted the artifact distribution approach. However, we did not consider item-specific measurement error; thus, our correction was incomplete. Our findings should be interpreted as conservative estimates of the true population parameters (De Jong et al., 2016 ).
into ICC(2). When diversity in multicultural teams or team creativity/innovation was measured objectively, we assumed perfect reliability and used the reliability value of 1. When we combined multiple correlations to produce a single composite score for a sample, we accordingly combined the relevant ICC(2)s using Mosier's composite reliability formula. The mean and variance of the overall attenuation factor were estimated to be 0.91 and 0.01, respectively.
To evaluate whether a corrected correlation significantly differed from zero, we referred to its 95% confidence interval (CI). An effect size is significantly different from zero when its 95% CI does not include zero. To test the moderating effects, we conducted subgroup analysis and referred to the overlap in confidence level of effect sizes across subgroups (Astill, Van der Heijden, Van IJzendoorn, & Van Someren, 2012; van IJzendoorn, Juffer, & Poelhuis, 2005) . In the subgroup analysis, we referred to 84% CIs. Nonoverlapping 84% CIs indicate that the corresponding effect sizes of subgroups significantly differ from one another (Goldstein & Healy, 1995; MacGregor-Fors & Payton, 2013) , 2 thereby providing evidence for moderating effects.
For reliable analysis, we focused on the estimates of a subgroup that involved at least three samples (Choi, Oh, & Colbert, 2015; Stahl et al., 2010) .
We and an I2 value ≥ 25% suggest a heterogeneity of an effect size.
To test publication bias, we adopted trim and fill method (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a , 2000b and test of the intercept (Egger, Smith, Schneider, & Minder, 1997; Sterne & Egger, 2005) 3 using the Metatrim and Metabias packages of Stata, respectively. Both methods indicated an absence of publication bias for the association between surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation. For the association between deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation, test of the intercept indicated that β 0 was significant (p = 0.043), but trim and fill method revealed that study imputation was not necessary.
Overall, publication bias did not appear as a serious concern in the present meta-analysis and confound our conclusions. for independent tasks) did not overlap, further illustrating a significant 2 Null hypothesis statistical testing in meta-analysis has remained controversial. Countering the advocate for its abandonment by certain scholars, especially Hunter and Schmidt (2004) and Schmidt and Hunter (2014) , statistical testing has been widely utilized (Borenstein et al., 2009 ). It is not uncommon to adopt Hunter and Schmidt's method to derive effect sizes and to subsequently utilize statistical testing procedures (Aguinis, Sturman, & Pierce, 2008) , including overlapping of CIs (e.g., Hong, Liao, Hu, & Jiang, 2013; Lapierre et al., 2018; Marlow et al., 2018; Robbins, Ford, & Tetrick, 2012; Rockstuhl, Dulebohn, Ang, & Shore, 2012) to evaluate moderating effects.
3 Other methods are less commonly used, and/or their effectiveness is questionable (Kepes, Banks, McDaniel, & Whetzel, 2012) . Trim and fill method and test of the intercept require at least 10 samples (Sterne et al., 2011) . Hence, we did not employ these procedures within subgroups, many of which involved fewer than 10 samples.
difference in the effect sizes. Hence, Hypotheses 2b and 3b were supported.
Regarding the moderating role of task complexity, the effect size Note. An effect size was significantly different from zero when its 95% CI did not include zero. In the subgroup analysis, effect sizes were significantly different when their 84% CI did not overlap. Findings based on fewer than three samples should be interpreted with caution. CI: confidence interval; CV: credibility interval; k: number of samples; N: sample size (number of teams); r: uncorrected mean correlation; r c : corrected mean correlation; SD: standard deviation; SE: standard error; I2: percentage of variance due to real heterogeneity. Note. An effect size was significantly different from zero when its 95% CI did not include zero. In the subgroup analysis, effect sizes were significantly different when their 84% CI did not overlap. Findings based on fewer than three samples should be interpreted with caution. k: number of samples; N: sample size (number of teams); r: uncorrected mean correlation; r c : corrected mean correlation; SE: standard error; CI: confidence interval; SD: standard deviation; CV: credibility interval; I2: percentage of variance due to real heterogeneity.
0.19] for intellective tasks vs. [0.06, 0.25] for judgmental tasks). Therefore, we did not find evidence for the moderating effects of task complexity and intellectiveness on the association between deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation.
Hypotheses 4b and 5b were not supported.
| DISCUSSION
With the increasing prevalence of multicultural teams, understanding the effect of diversity in these teams on team creativity/innovation has become necessary (Leung & Wang, 2015) . Our meta-analysis provides unique contributions to this line of research. We re-examine the relationship between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation with a focus on testing its direction and strength on the basis of the socio-technical systems framework for cultural diversity and team creativity (Leung & Wang, 2015) . Integrating the social categorization and information/decision-making perspectives, which are based on CEM (van Knippenberg et al., 2004) , and considering the ABC framework (Busse et al., 2016) , we develop coherent theorizing to examine the distinctive effects of surface-and deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and moderators. Surface-level diversity has negative effects due to its social costs, whereas deeplevel diversity has positive effects due to its informational benefits.
The moderators may affect the relative prominence of social costs incurred by surface-level diversity and informational benefits incurred by deep-level diversity. Thus, the direction and strength of the associations between surface-/deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation are influenced.
In response to Stahl et al.'s (2010) call for a nuanced understanding of cultural diversity level, our meta-analysis differentiates the two diversity levels. We found that deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is positively related to team creativity/innovation, whereas surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams has a non- In addition, we found a nonsignificant relationship between surface-level diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation. This finding concurs with previous metaanalyses that has found a nonsignificant relationship between team diversity in nationality/ethnicity and team creativity (for meta-analytic reviews, see Bell et al., 2011; Hülsheger, Anderson, & Salgado, 2009; van Dijk et al., 2012) . However, this result is not consistent with our hypothesized negative relationship. The nonsignificant relationship is intriguing because the team diversity literature has theorized a negative relationship between diversity in nationality/ethnicity and team creativity (Hülsheger et al., 2009 ) from the social categorization perspective. These meta-analytic findings prompt us to rethink this relationship. We follow the mainstream research to adopt the social categorization perspective to argue for the negative effects of surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams, whereas other studies offer different views. For instance, diversity in nationality provides informational benefits (Dahlin et al., 2005) , which are salient for the creative/innovative type of team outcomes (van Dijk et al., 2012) and may counteract its social costs. Moreover, the social costs of surface-level diversity incurred by social categorization can be neutralized overtime (Harrison et al., 1998; Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002) . Therefore, the relative prominence of informational benefits and social costs caused by surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is complex, thereby warranting further investigation.
The positive relationship between deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams and team creativity/innovation sheds light on the cultural diversity literature, which has strived to understand how multicultural teams can be leveraged and has deemed team creativity as a positive immediate outcome of cultural diversity (Stahl et al., 2010) .
This finding also corroborates the information/decision-making perspective-the main theoretical perspective that accounts for the ben- Second, on the basis of Leung and Wang's (2015) socio-technical systems framework for cultural diversity and team creativity, we examine the moderating effects of team virtuality and task characteristics (task interdependence, task complexity, and task intellectiveness). Team virtuality, task complexity, and task interdependence display diverse moderating effects depending on whether surface-or deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is captured.
These findings provide theoretical implications regarding "when" the two diversity levels in culturally diverse teams are destructive or beneficial. Team and task characteristics are important boundary conditions, which may account for the heterogeneous findings in previous meta-analyses on team diversity (e.g., Hülsheger et al., 2009; van Dijk et al., 2012) . Moreover, our findings support the general proposition that surface-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is negatively related to team creativity/innovation when social costs are relatively salient. On the contrary, deep-level diversity in culturally diverse teams is positively related to team creativity/innovation when informational benefits are relatively salient.
We also acknowledge the relevance of the ABC framework (Busse et al., 2016) to the effect of diversity in culturally diverse teams on team creativity/innovation. The ABC framework argues that the direction and strength of relationships depend on the marginal effects of social costs and informational benefits. Our findings consider the diversity level in multicultural teams together with certain moderators, thereby corroborating this reasoning. Future research can use the ABC framework to further investigate other conditions that affect the relative prominence of social costs and informational benefits related to diversity in culturally diverse teams. 
| Practical implications
| Limitations and directions for future research
We discuss the limitations of this research and their implications for future research. First, certain moderating variables are correlated. If many primary studies are available, then the unique effect of moderators can be examined via the multiple regression approach (Steel & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2002) . Nevertheless, subgroup analysis has been widely adopted in meta-analytic reviews (Stahl et al., 2010) . Given that our hypotheses are theoretically derived, the reported moderating effects should be robust.
Second, we call for field and laboratory experiments in future research to obtain causal data. Our meta-analytic results are primarily based on correlational data and do not show the direction of causality.
Although diversity in multicultural teams is widely regarded as an antecedent of team creativity/innovation (e.g., Stahl et al., 2010) , the causal claims implied in our hypotheses should be evaluated in future research.
Third, we cannot examine mediators for the relationship between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation because of the constraints of the data set. We cannot analyze the social and informational processes. In addition, we cannot investigate the interplay between diversity in culturally diverse teams and the moderators in affecting social and informational processes and that between social and informational processes and the moderators in affecting team creativity/innovation. Moreover, we cannot examine the different views about the relationships of these two processes.
Van Knippenberg et al. (2004) proposed that social and informational processes are dual pathways connecting diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation, and these two processes interact with each other. However, Leung and Wang (2015) proposed a chain mediating model in which cultural diversity influences social processes, and then informational processes, and finally team creativity.
Without examining the mediating mechanisms between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation, we cannot explore these different alternatives and thus encourage future research in this direction.
Moreover, this meta-analytic study does not examine moderators outside the scope of the socio-technical systems framework for cultural diversity and team creativity (Leung & Wang, 2015) . For instance, team-level moderators may interact with organization-level moderators (e.g., Joshi & Roh, 2009 ) to influence the relationship between diversity in multicultural teams and team creativity/innovation.
However, the scarce relevant research does not allow us to scrutinize these complex moderating effects. Primary studies should be in place to fill this gap.
A methodological issue is the imbalanced number of studies across moderator levels that entails unfair comparisons (Cooper & Richardson, 1986) and influences the effect size estimates in subgroup analysis. We also acknowledge the low number of studies for certain moderator levels that makes our findings susceptible to second-order sampling error (Schmidt & Hunter, 2014) and affects effect size variability. Further primary studies are necessary to address these concerns.
In conclusion, this meta-analysis reveals that surface-level Tingting Chen https://orcid.org/0000-0003-4467-0244
